NOTICE INVITING TENDER/QUOTATION

SL. NO. | NAME OF WORK | QUANTITY
--- | --- | ---
1 | SUPPLY OF EXECUTIVE CHAIR FOR C.F.M. (CABIN), KOYLA BANAR | 01 No.
2 | VISITOR CHAIR | 05 Nos.

SPECIFICATION:
1. Seat & back 3" foam fitted, height back, height adjustable system, push back system, racing facility.
2. Seat & back 3" foam fitted & "S" type frame.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
1. The intending tenderer must have its name as a prime contractor.
2. The tender application should be submitted from 15-09-2009 to 16-09-2009 in the Office of the Personal Manager (Admin.), KSA.
3. The last date for submission of quotation/Tender is 16-09-2009 up to 3:00 PM and the same will be opened on the same date and time in the presence of the intending tenderers.
4. The experience of any should be in the name & style in which the quotation is submitted.
5. The tenderer must have the PAN No. & particulars of registration with the appropriate Sales Tax Authority.
6. Optionally, quotation/Tender will not be accepted.
7. The validity of the quotation/Tender will be 120 days from the date of its opening.
8. The Management of BCL reserves the right to accept or reject any tender without assigning any reason whatsoever.
9. Submission of quotation is open for all.

DISTRIBUTION:
4. M/S Jyoti Traders, Temple Road, Dhanbad.
7. M/S Suresh Furniture, Purna Bazar, Dhanbad.
9. M/S Deepak Associates, Ratnaji Road, Dhanbad.